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Associated with : 2019/06309; 2019/06310
Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the word "HIVE" separately and
apart from the mark.
FILED: 2019-03-06
2019/08512 in Class 09: Transmitting sets
[telecommunication]; bags for photographic
apparatus; projection apparatus; data processing
apparatus; stands for photographic apparatus;
tripods for cameras; cameras [photography];
batteries, electric; selfie sticks [hand-held
monopods]; vehicle radios. in the name of GUILIN
FEIYU TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED
COMPANY, 3rd Floor, B, Guilin Electric Valley,
Innovation Building, Information Industry Park,
Chaoyang Road, Qi Xing District, Guilin, 541004,
China. Address for service: SMIT ATTORNEYS,
(PO Box 2820, Brooklyn Square, Pretoria 0075),
Hatfield Bridge Office Park, 2nd Floor, 213 Richard
Street, Hatfield, 0083, SOUTH AFRICA

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the word "TECH", separately
and apart from the mark.
FILED: 2019-03-26
2019/09789 in Class 09: Scientific, nautical,
surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical,
weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus
and instruments; apparatus and instruments for
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating,

regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or
images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs;
compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording
media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus;
cash registers, calculating machines, data
processing equipment, computers; computer
software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; including
electric and electronic enclosures and lids,
transformers and transformer equipment, fuses and
fuse holders, insulators. in the name of Allbro (Pty)
Ltd, a South African company, 121, 13th Avenue,
Anderbolt Ext 32, Boksburg, Gauteng, South Africa.
Address for service: SPOOR & FISHER, Messrs.
Spoor & Fisher, 11 Byls Bridge Boulevard, Building
No. 14, Highveld Ext 73, Centurion, Pretoria, 0157,
South Africa (P O Box 454, PRETORIA, 0001),
SOUTH AFRICA
PSO-2 STEALTH
Associated with : 2018/09163
Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to
the exclusive use of the numeral "2", separately and
apart from the mark.
FILED: 2019-04-05
2019/10380 in Class 09: Scientific, nautical,
surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical,
weighing, measuring, signalling, checking
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus
and instruments; apparatus and instruments for
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating,
regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or
images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs;
compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording
media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus;
cash registers, calculating machines; fireextinguishing apparatus; optical devices, amplifiers
and correctors, in particular telescopic sighting
devices for aeronautical or land-based weapons;
binoculars (optics) and telescopic sights; Navigation,
guidance, tracking, targeting and map making
devices, especially remote control apparatus and
instruments, projectile flight path controls and
infrared devices for projectile guidance; Weapon
simulators; Simulators for training operators in the
control of weapon systems; Data processing
equipment, computers; Computer programs;
Software, in particular shooting simulation software.
in the name of Thales Belgium, a Belgium joint stock
company, Rue en Bois 63, 4040, Herstal, Belgium.
Address for service: SPOOR & FISHER, Messrs.
Spoor & Fisher, 11 Byls Bridge Boulevard, Building
No. 14, Highveld Ext 73, Centurion, Pretoria, 0157,
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